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Amanda Fernandes
Digital Transformation Lead

amanda.fernandes@ab-inbev.com
+32 479924388

Connected Mobility
Internet of  Things
Mobility Technology

ab-inbev.com

CHALLENGES

TECHNOLOGY FIELDS

DOMAIN

CONTACT

FMCG beverage

AB InBev is looking to develop new Direct to Consumer (DTC) route to market models. These can be 
designed to support a single flagship brand or multi brands strategy. The solution can be applicable to 
multiple channels (e-commerce, last mile delivery, delivery via PoC's etc.) or be channel specific (e.g. bars, 
restaurants, stadiums). New models can focus on improving UX for the end consumer (e.g. in seat delivery 
in stadiums), open a new route-to-market (drone delivery or other last mile solutions) or drive frequency. 
Solutions can be end-to-end or partial enablers to start a co-creation track with AB InBev.

We’re looking for new route to market business 
models and technology enablers, exploring how 
consumers can have cold and fresh beer as 
quickly as possible or supporting bars on having 
new additional ways to sell (during Covid19).

1. 

We want to explore technology enablers 
improving the consumers’ engagement & 
satisfaction during consumption by giving them 
the opportunity to interact with or customize 
their beer. This is ideally supported by 
integrated data models educating consumers on 
the product and co-creation process.

2. 

How can technology and new business 
models reduce CO2 emission by lengthening 
the product’s packaging life cycle or by 
improving the recyclability? The goal is to make 
consumers aware of  the environmental impact 
of  packaging and raise the engagement & 
actionability.

3. 

FUTURE OF MOBILITY - hosted by Deloitte
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Luc Bruyneel
Business Manager Security Software

luc.bruyneel@agfa.com
+32 494561398

Internet of  Things
Mobile Technology
Data & Analytics 

agfa.com

CHALLENGES

TECHNOLOGY FIELDS

CONTACT

FINANCE, INSURANCE & SECURITY

Agfa's core is digital and analog imaging for healthcare, 
graphic and industrial applications.

Agfa is an established player in the general and high end security market with the intention 
to expand into the packaging market. Our current offering comprises design (for security 
documents, value papers, etc.) and workflow solutions. We are looking for new technologies or 
application services to significantly grow our portfolio to meet the needs of  the packaging market. 
Security software and -services are a strategic area within Agfa’s digital portfolio. To realize the 
expansion into the packaging market, the double-digit million euro turnover business line is supported 
by a software R&D-team and Corporate Innovation Office.

Stand-alone or combined technological 
applications to integrate in Agfa’s environment 
enhancing the usage of  our security design 
offerings in the packaging market.

1. 

Service & security concepts related to the use 
of  advanced codes with different functionality 
for different user groups.

2. 

Technology applications to expand our 
capabilities in packaging related to data 
sampling, track & trace, & authentication flows.

3. 

PRESENTED 
BY
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Andy Roegis
Manager Digitalization

andy.roegis@arcelormittal.com
+32 475756686

Big Data
Data & Analytics
Internet of  Things

belgium.arcelormittal.com

CHALLENGES

TECHNOLOGY FIELDS

DOMAIN

CONTACT

MANUFACTURING & INDUSTRY

ArcelorMittal Flat Europe is part of the big ArcelorMittal group 
focusing on mining and steel. Flat is producing flat steel mainly delivered via coils.

Maintenance is a very important aspect in a production driven business. One of  the main topics is "effective" 
maintenance; doing the right things. This can be linked with predictive and condition based maintenance 
as part of  Asset Performance Management (APM). Although we are always looking for good predictive 
maintenance solutions we are also challenged by how we can scale up our  future and existing internal and 
external solutions to more than one installation/plant in a cost efficient way. This seems easy but there are 
difficulties because of  the differences in data availability, data storage, architectural landscape, skills of  the 
maintenance people and culture. Because of  the big scope different topics can be taken into account.

How to solve the data silos issues in an 
environment where huge amounts of  possible 
valuable data is available (full cloud is difficult)? 
How to extract information and create insights 
on (maintenance) processes easily.  Ontology is 
part of  it where steps need to be taken.

1. 

How to scale up both internal & (future) external 
solutions in an economical & fast way over our 
different plants along Europe?

2. 

How to present all this information (both 
overview & deep dive) & change the culture so 
that people are making 100% use of  the new 
possibilities offered by an APM philosophy?

3. 

PRESENTED 
BY
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Pascal Van Lith
Digitalisation Technology Manager

pascal.van-lith@basf.com
+32 470600349

Big Data
Artificial Intelligence
Data & Analytics

basf.com

CHALLENGES

TECHNOLOGY FIELDS

DOMAIN

CONTACT

 MANUFACTURING & INDUSTRY

We create chemistry for a sustainable future. We are the largest
chemical production site in Belgium and produce base and speciality chemicals.

Chemical assets are subject to both slow and fast degradation effects that might lead to performance 
losses. While it is easy to detect fast effects, detection of  slow effects is more challenging. Gaining 
actionable insight and foresight in these phenomena will improve our asset effectiveness, capital 
expenditures and strategic decision making. As we are already collecting tremendous amounts of  data 
through sensors, transactions and inspections, we are explicitly looking for data solutions to help us 
solve this challenge.

How do we use big data approaches to 
predict the impact of  slow asset degradation 
phenomena on our asset park, use these 
insights to improve supply chain & investment 
decisions at the asset level?

1. 

How do we use data, analytics and AI 
approaches to make trade-off decisions 
between slow degradation on the one hand and 
optimisation of  yield, energy & throughput on 
the other hand?

2. 

How do we combine these two approaches 
to find the best overall way to deal with slow 
degradation effects in our operating strategy, 
supply chain & investment decisions?

3. 

PRESENTED 
BY



Johan Van Langendonck 
Head of  Market Intelligence & 
Strategic Initiatives

johan.vanlangendonck@bridgestone.eu

+32 490583190

Data & Analytics
Connected Mobility
Mobile Technology

bridgestone-emia.com

CHALLENGES

TECHNOLOGY FIELDS

DOMAIN

CONTACT

Bridgestone EMIA is a subsidiary of the Tokyo-based 
Bridgestone Corporation,the world's largest tire and rubber company.

Bridgestone is evolving from a tire manufacturer into a provider of mobility solutions. Determined to help fleets 
lower their TCO and maximize their vehicles' uptime, it recently expanded its retail network with more than 1,000 
points of service across Europe and acquired TomTom Telematics, Europe's #1 fleet management service provider. 
However, to fully deliver on its promise to fleets and to differentiate itself in the marketplace, Bridgestone realizes 
it needs to connect the Digital and the Physical world with each other in a most seamless way. It is only then that 
the company will be able to truly turn vehicle insights into value-creating actions and provide its customers with a 
one-stop-shop solution - the company's ultimate ambition.

Turning our fleet management systems into 
streamlined one-stop-shop solutions for our 
customers, requires us to integrate these 
systems with our retail network in a cost-
efficient way, which is challenging given the 
latter’s fragmented & outdated IT landscape.

1. 

Offering our customers the most convenient 
experience, requires us to add new features 
& capabilities, such as a digital appointment 
scheduler to our Point of  Service (PoS) systems 
without disrupting the legacy IT landscape.

2. 

Getting our equity & franchised points of  
service to adopt new features & ways of  
working with minimum service disruption is 
difficult & requires us to use innovative change 
management & training tools.

3. 

FUTURE OF MOBILITY - hosted by Deloitte
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Freya Acar
Project Manager

freya.acar@stad.gent
+32 479779373

Data & Analytics
Artificial Intelligence
Internet of  Things

stad.gent

CHALLENGES

TECHNOLOGY FIELDS

DOMAIN

CONTACT

INFRASTRUCTURE, CONSTRUCTION & SUSTAINABILITY

The city of Ghent is a local government. The city is responsible for a  
wide rangeof themes that serve the interests of our inhabitants.

Illegally dumped trash is one of  the main causes of  irritation for citizens, and therefore a priority of  the 
public administration. Little is known about why, how and when people illegally dump trash. Interviews 
with citizens who have been caught lead to no new insights, and only a small percentage or perpetrators 
is identified. The main dataset that is currently available comes from the app. It was decided that illegally 
dumped trash will only be removed once it has been reported through the app. Because of  this a more 
detailed understanding of  the problem is possible. Fluctuations in the number of  reports are visible, 
Mondays typically have the highest number of  reports, Sundays the lowest.

Identify & integrate objective (weather, events, 
location) & 3rd party data sources with data 
inputted in the app.

1. 

Predictive data analysis tools as to identify 
when & where sensibilisation campaigns are the 
most impactful.

2. 

Big data analysis explaining which factors 
influence illegal trash dumping.

3. 

PRESENTED 
BY
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Danny Jenquin
Division Manager

danny.jenquin@dreamland.be
+32 494624054 

AR / VR / MR
Artificial Intelligence
Gamification

dreamland.be

CHALLENGES

TECHNOLOGY FIELDS

DOMAIN

CONTACT

SALES & MARKETING

The toys of Dreamland's house brand will give children
hours of delightful playing time!

Dreamland wants to provide our customers (-14yo) and their parents with a tool to enrich their exploration 
throughout our product range and across all of  our sales channels. We want to personally guide our 
customers in their journey with a tailored selection that provides them with direction and inspiration, 
without taking away their space for discovery and wonderment. By doing so, we want to be top of  mind 
within our target group, and be number one in terms of  accessibility and experience, both online and offline. 
To support this ambition, we want to put this tool on the market in Q3 2021.

Creating a seamless exploratory experience 
over all customer touchpoints (online, mobile, 
in-store).

1. 

Being top of  mind within our target audience, 
and being number 1 for accessibility and 
experience.

2. 

Accompanying and helping our customers in 
their discovery within their personal interests 
and environment.

3. 

PRESENTED 
BY
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Wim Nagels
CIO

wim.nagels@dpd.be
+32 495582037

Big Data
Sensor Technology
Connected Mobility

dpd.com

CHALLENGES

TECHNOLOGY FIELDS

DOMAIN

CONTACT

FUTURE OF MOBILITY - hosted by Deloitte

DPD, as part of the Group La Post, is a French owned multi billion dollar company.  We 
are shipping 5.3 million parcels every single day worldwide.

DPD Belgium just announced an investment of  60M in Belgium with the growth of  4 new locations 
within the Belux. Our main challenge is data related.  With every parcel national & international, we 
are receiving parcel data. This data comes in various ways, and with every part of  the delivery process 
additional parcel & scan data is generated.  The import, control and quality of  in and outgoing data is 
crucial to the business.  When we are able to better control data, we are able to deliver more real-time 
solutions, and decrease overhead cost within our business model.  As we are a data-driven company, this 
is a strategic component that has a focus from the entire Belux Board.

DPD wants to integrate smart validation 
mechanisms on e-commerce data (e.g. 
addresses) received from external partners in 
order to elevate incoming data quality & its 
operational effectiveness.

1. 

The goal is to improve our predictive forecasting 
methodology especially with regard to the 
peak season. To do so we want to better utilize 
historical data as well as enrich our database 
with relevant & available additional data.

2. 

To deliver packages within a 1 hour timeframe 
DPD is looking for: technology that decreases 
the downtime of  the continuous flow of  
delivery data and IoT related connected mobility 
solutions that connect the drivers with the DPD 
ecosystem in a security & GDPR compliant way.

3. 

PRESENTED 
BY



Jonas Segers
Business Developer Smart Buildings

jonas.segers@engie.com
+32 472088103

Internet of  Things
Big Data
Artificial Intelligence

engie-solutions.be

CHALLENGES

TECHNOLOGY FIELDS

DOMAIN

CONTACT

INFRASTRUCTURE, CONSTRUCTION & SUSTAINABILITY

Provide technical solutions and services for buildings covering design,
engineering, installation and maintenance, and financing.

ENGIE wants to explore solutions that reduce the footprint of  properties longterm by optimizing 
the occupancy rate of  buildings as well as reducing and measuring the energy use per building in a 
smart way. As a first step, ENGIE wants to gather info efficiently on how stakeholders (communities, 
governments, local businesses,…) want to exploit vacant buildings. Secondly, it is looking for connected 
building applications to more actively regulate buildings & reduce energy consumption while maintaining 
comfort. Reducing energy consumption of  patrimonium is a big priority for ENGIE on a strategic & 
commercial level with a team of  7 behind to make this a reality.

How can we gather data about vacant 
buildings (focus on corporate or governmental 
buildings) and get stakeholder input on possible 
redefinition of  the patrimonium?

1. 

How to promote this platform in order to get a 
maximal adoption rate of  users, corporations 
and governments to use this platform?

2. 

Based on potential future usage of  a building, 
how can we calculate the life cycle impact of  a 
proposed solution?

3. 

PRESENTED 
BY
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Lisa Banks
Head of  Digital Innovation

lisa.x.banks@gsk.com
 

Sensor Technology
Artificial Intelligence
AR / VR / MR

gsk.com

CHALLENGES

TECHNOLOGY FIELDS

DOMAIN

CONTACT

MANUFACTURING & INDUSTRY

We are a science-led global healthcare company with a special purpose:
to help people do more, feel better, live longer.

Our operators are highly qualified and undergo extensive training to ensure accurate, replicable 
operations. Inter-operator variability in experience and accuracy is a universal challenge for many 
industries. In highly regulated environments where safety and accuracy of  quality tests is key, it is 
paramount that variations of  any kind are minimized. This is often difficult when many operations 
are performed by specialist technicians in GXP, clean room environments. How can we harness digital 
innovation to further remove the potential for inter-operate variability to detect and in fact predict any 
potential for variability in procedures?

Accurate, miniaturized assays, combined on a 
flexible platform allowing for rapid real-time 
quality testing. These QC lab-on-a-chip type 
solutions would enable on-site environmental, 
raw material and in-process testing.

1. 

Application of  sensor/image tracking AI/ML/DL 
to detect, prevent and provide real-time alerts in 
anticipation of  operator variability.

2. 

Unlocking the tribal knowledge within expert 
technicians and externally, translate into 
insights & information underpinning a highly 
agile organization democratizing knowledge to 
reduce variability and improve accuracy. What 
are the quality capabilities and technologies for 
the future?

3. 

PRESENTED 
BY
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Bart Van Buggenhout
Business Development Manager

bart.vanbuggenhout@verz.kbc.be
+32 473974511

Internet of  Things
Big Data
Data & Analytics

kbc.com

CHALLENGES

TECHNOLOGY FIELDS

DOMAIN

CONTACT

FINANCE, INSURANCE & SECURITY

We are an integrated bank-insurance group, catering mainly 
for retail, private banking, SME and mid-capclients.

We want to use IoT devices in people’s homes to support our risk prevention model (e.g. detect water leaks or 
prevent theft). Prevention is important but comes at a cost and we haven’t yet seen a model where the added 
value of the IoT solution was high enough to pay for it (no win-win-win for customer, insurer and IoT-supplier). 
For insurers the impact on the “Combined Ratio” is negative. Firstly there’s a low willingness to pay by customers 
so the IoT solution needs to be at the insurer’s expense. Secondly the premium reductions asked by customers 
lower the margin. Thirdly the loss reductions due to prevention don’t compensate for the lower requested 
premiums.. Looking for technical and business solutions to make the model viable.

Value efficient (low cost or high expected 
value added) IoT devices helping customers to 
mitigate risk on key insurance areas.

1. 

Business model proposals for IoT devices 
changing the “low added value" perception of  
customers & increasing the willingness to pay 
for devices.

2. 

Generate usable data based on device output 
that allows us to segment customers & 
recommend the right insurance model.

3. 

PRESENTED 
BY
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Bjorn Van Reet
CIO

bvanreet@kinepolis.com
+32 478564042

Wearables
Cybersecurity
Gamification

kinepolis.com

CHALLENGES

TECHNOLOGY FIELDS

DOMAIN

CONTACT

 SALES & MARKETING

Kinepolis wants to give visitors 'the ultimate movie experience'!

Kinepolis is looking for digital enablers to support its business growth and provide a better UX to 
its customers. We want to add an extra layer and create an end-to-end customer journey for visitors 
with digital tools enriching the experience before, during and after the visit by integrating the online 
and offline world. The goal is to hyper-personalize the customer journey based on data creating a 
better targeted product offering (driving frequency), customize the Kinepolis experience during visits (by 
offering extra services according to the consumer’s preferences) and gather feedback afterwards.

End-to-end technology solutions integrable with 
Kinepolis’ interface boosting UX and adding 
value to the end-to-end customer journey.

1. 

Technology enables our infrastructure to co-
create innovative solutions interacting with the 
big screen

2. 

Data analysis tools allowing hyper-
personalization in terms of  UX and optimizing 
sales on a customer per customer basis

3. 

PRESENTED 
BY



Stijn Vanderlooy
Data Intelligence Manager

stijn.vanderlooy@luminus.be
+32 497918400

Data & Analytics
Artificial Intelligence
Big Data

luminus.be

CHALLENGES

TECHNOLOGY FIELDS

DOMAIN

CONTACT

FINANCE, INSURANCE & SECURITY

Integrate green energy supplier. From production to supply to more 
than 1M customers in Belgium. We also offer energy solutions for B2B and B2C.

Context I – Now more than ever in debt collection there is a need to collect “more for less”. As such, we 
want to move away from the traditional homogeneous way of  doing debt collection. Instead, we want to 
be able to provide accurate AI-based predictions on payment default per client, select the right individual 
actions for collection, and try to automate as much as possible using digital tools and smart customer 
journeys. As such, we do not only want to increase our recovery rates, but also reduce operational costs 
and improve customer experience at the same time. In order to support this new way of  working we 
foresee a budget of  50K EUR and implementation in half  a year.

Transform debt collection data into accurate 
prediction models & customer segments 
allowing to optimize and personalize the debt 
collection process per client.

1. 

Performance based tools evaluating success 
of  debt collection journeys, recommending the 
best process or steps on a client by client basis.

2. 

Automation technology allowing us to transform 
gained insights into smart journeys, improving 
customer UX and recovery rates while reducing 
operational costs.

3. 

PRESENTED 
BY
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Stijn Vanderlooy
Data Intelligence Manager

stijn.vanderlooy@luminus.be
+32 497918400

Big Data
Artificial Intelligence
Data & Analytics

luminus.be

CHALLENGES

TECHNOLOGY FIELDS

DOMAIN

CONTACT

SALES & MARKETING

Integrate green energy supplier. From production to supply to more 
than 1M customers in Belgium. We also offer energy solutions for B2B and B2C.

Context II – A true understanding of  customer needs, preferences, and wishes is essential for our customer 
experience department and for the digital adoption team. We already use machines to search for insights in 
our customer data but we are lacking an important source: the online footprint. As such, we want to optimize 
our customer understanding by incorporating users external and internal data and use it for extreme hyper-
personalization. Use cases include dynamically changing our website per visitor, trigger alerts in the mobile 
app per user, and so on. By doing this we increase the engagement score, reduce churn, and have more loyal 
customers. In order to support this initiative, we foresee a budget of  100K EUR and first POCs in half  a year.

Optimize the data gathering process of  
customers’ digital footprint with the goal to 
enrich internal data & have a better consumer 
understanding.

1. 

How to translate the enriched data into a hyper-
personalized customer journey & improved 
digital engagement of  our clients.

2. 

How to detect churn signals both & transform 
these into (automated) actionable digital 
activities towards our customers.

3. 

PRESENTED 
BY
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Charlotte T'Serstevens
Category and Channel Sales 
Development Manager

charlotte.tserstevens@be.nestle.com
 

Big Data
Artificial Intelligence
Connected Mobility

nestle.be

CHALLENGES

TECHNOLOGY FIELDS

DOMAIN

CONTACT

SALES & MARKETING

Nestlé is the largest food and beverage company, willing to unlock 
the power of food to enhance quality of life for everyone, today and tomorrow.

As one of  the leading FMCG companies with more than 2000 different brands, Nestlé is continuously 
trying to increase market penetration and generate growth for its brands. One of  the tools to do this 
is instore promotion. In order to optimize the promo efficiency, we are looking for predictive analysis 
that brings accurate forecasts of  the future promo volumes based on internal and external factors 
rather than predictions solely based on historical sales data. Next to volume planning we are looking 
for an optimization module that simulates the impact of  different promo timings, types and distribution 
channels.

Optimize promo/marketing mix based on 
constraints (e.g. budget), available promo types 
& campaign goals.

1. 

Forecast promotion volumes accurately based 
on promotion type, sales data (internal data, 
organic growth observed, execution type 
& intensity (folder, field sales effort etc.)) & 
external factors/data sources (season, weather, 
number of  retailers in promo,...).

2. 

Low cost per contact promotion & data 
gathering tools allowing Nestlé to get more 
insights on their consumers & increase data 
collection during the promotions (to enrich their 
database).

3. 

PRESENTED 
BY
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Michaël Peeters
Innovation Director

michael.peeters@orange.com
+32 495557195

AR / VR / MR
Internet of  Things
Computer Vision

orange.com

CHALLENGES

TECHNOLOGY FIELDS

DOMAIN

CONTACT

MANUFACTURING & INDUSTRY

As major telecommunication market actors, Orange provides mobile,
fixed telephony, broadband internet, portfolio of connectivity and mobility services.

5G will bring new technology features on cellular networks that will enable a whole range of  new use 
cases to accelerate the digitalization of  our enterprises. In the smart factories of  the future, collaborative 
working between humans, robots and AGVs will be common practice. Augmented reality glasses, cloud, 
edge computing and AI will be present at the work floor. Orange recognizes the strategic importance of  
5G for the Industry and is therefore looking for Innovators that have the technology to build new and 
disruptive use cases for the industry.

Looking for technologies that help Orange build 
solutions to increase employee efficiency in the 
smart factories.

1. 

Looking for technologies that help Orange to 
build solutions in IoT to monitor remotely all 
equipment and machines in a factory.

2. 

Looking for technologies that help Orange to 
build solutions based on streaming camera 
video to analyze the images with AI.

3. 

PRESENTED 
BY



Piet Opstaele
Innovation Manager

piet.opstaele@portofantwerp.com
+32 476274234

Computer Vision
Drones / Unmanned Vehicles
Internet of  Things

portofantwerp.com

CHALLENGES

TECHNOLOGY FIELDS

DOMAIN

CONTACT

INFRASTRUCTURE, CONSTRUCTION & SUSTAINABILITY

The Antwerp Port Authority has a key role in the port's day-to-day operation. 
The 1,650 workers make sure the port functions and can grow.

POA is building a digital nervous system (APICA) across the port, being an ecosystem with a lot of  
diversity in activities spread over an area of  120 sq km. APICA provides real-time situational awareness 
and supports the POA staff in making more efficient, safer and substantiated decisions. The target is also 
to become a more sustainable port. About 110 use cases have been identified to build this 'digital twin', 
of  which about 30 will be built in the coming 2 years.

To monitor and detect incidents, damage, 
intrusions, ... POA will operate automated 
drones. We are looking for solutions to process 
and create relevant information (e.g. alerts) out 
of  lots of  data (video streams) generated by the 
drone and its sensors.

1. 

POA has a fleet of  about 30 ships. We are 
looking to monitor and create data insights 
in the behaviour of  these boats, so that we 
can come to a better understanding and more 
focused (preventive oriented) maintenance of  
the fleet.

2. 

Monitoring the environment is an important 
aspect in the POA license-to-operate. We are 
looking for solutions were low cost sensors can 
cover in a dense network the whole port to 
monitor the environment in the port: water- and 
air quality, evolution of  biodiversity and waste 
pollution.

3. 

PRESENTED 
BY
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Adithya Hariram
Research & Development

hariram.a@pg.com
+32 487761529

Internet of  Things
Wearables
Data & Analytics

pg.com

CHALLENGES

TECHNOLOGY FIELDS

DOMAIN

CONTACT

INFRASTRUCTURE, CONSTRUCTION & SUSTAINABILITY

The Procter & Gamble Company is focused on providing branded products
of superior quality and value to improve the lives of the world's consumers.

Context I – There is a need for in-home sensors and analytics from P&G's Global R&D team to enable a 
more reliable and faster capability to carry out surveys and generate insights on how a product is used 
or how habits are practised. It could mean things like: how one shaves, brushes teeth, washes dishes, the 
frequency of  the task etc. We start with the focus on the dish care business where we need a solution 
that is installed in the kitchen to gather insights on hand dishwashing activities. We have tried to lay out 
the parameters and requirements in the challenge definition. The project is funded out of  the budget the 
company uses for surveys and gathering insights.

The device will be used in consumers homes 
for gathering insights on the usage of  the 
kitchen tap. Insights like the amount of  water 
consumed, energy used to heat up the water, 
and differentiate tasks at the tap.

1. 

The device should be easily connected to 
either the home network or P&G's connected 
home hub. Once connected, it must be able 
to transmit the data collected from challenge 
#1 from consumer home to our database in a 
structured format. We must be able to use the 
connection for s/w updates.

2. 

There is no bar on the cost of  the device. We 
are looking at a sweet spot between the efforts 
required to install the device, the duration for 
which a panellist is part of  the study without 
having to drop out of  the study because the 
sensor/device is causing inconvenience and the 
support required.

3. 

PRESENTED 
BY
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André Convents
Lead founder InQbet

convents.a@pg.com
+32 497511643

Big Data
Connected Mobility
Internet of  Things

pg.com

CHALLENGES

TECHNOLOGY FIELDS

DOMAIN

CONTACT

INFRASTRUCTURE, CONSTRUCTION & SUSTAINABILITY

The Procter & Gamble Company is focused on providing branded products
of superior quality and value to improve the lives of the world's consumers.

Context II – Yearly 200 million empty containers are shipped because of  the difference between supply 
and demand resulting in high pressure on the environment and needless costs. To tackle this problem, 
4FOLD introduces a foldable container that can be shipped at a quarter of  its volume when empty. 
Together with P&G, 4FOLD is looking to create an alliance of  partners across innovators, shippers and 
marine shipping companies. The goal is to boost collaboration across shipping partners, improve the 
traceability of  containers and accurately measure CO2 emission and realized savings.

Easy-to-implement digital collaboration 
platforms allowing shipping partners to 
communicate, optimize container planning & 
handle operational tasks such as loading on a 
joint lane.

1. 

Track & trace technology for containers ensuring 
continuous connectivity & implementing 
identification mechanisms so that foldable 
containers can be separated by shipping lines.

2. 

Digital enablers reduce & measure CO2 
emissions & environmental gains of  4FOLD 
containers along with aggregating these data 
into actionable insights.

3. 

PRESENTED 
BY
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Jeroen Degadt
Director Wholesale

jeroen.degadt@proximus.com
+32 478656131

Connected Mobility
Internet of  Things
Sensor Technology

proximus.com

CHALLENGES

TECHNOLOGY FIELDS

DOMAIN

CONTACT

 MANUFACTURING & INDUSTRY

Leading telecommunication provider in Belgium.

Proximus is a supplier of  open networks and we want to boost innovation for the Belgian economy, fully in line 
with our newly launched #Inspire2022 strategy. We are looking for a start-up or scale-up that we grant access 
to our brand new 5G network. The challenge of the candidate is to develop, on top of our 5G access, an own 
solution towards a specific segment or end-user. This can be in energy, manufacturing, agriculture, retail, media, 
industry, automotive, healthcare, internet of things, AR/VR. The solution can be an app or a piece of hardware. 
The candidate has to develop the solution, the business model and brings this to the market. Proximus will 
provide access to a 5G innovation platform (sandbox), 5G expertise and a marketing push.

End-to-end technology solutions with a clear 
target audience that generate value for the 
customer of  the startup while using the 
Proximus network.

1. 

Technology enablers (big data, AR, IoT…) 
benefiting our 5G network, client base & 
internal expertise to accelerate product 
development.

2. 

PRESENTED 
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Peter Reynaert
CTO

peter.reynaert@sabca.be
 +32 477205363

Artificial Intelligence
Sensor Technology
Cybersecurity

sabca.be

CHALLENGES

TECHNOLOGY FIELDS

DOMAIN

CONTACT

PEOPLE, HEALTH & EDUCATION

SABCA is a major supplier of structures, actuation systems and maintenance in
Civil Aviation, Space Launchers, Defense and autonomous drone solutions.

The SABCA Group exists 100 years and is a major supplier in Civil Aviation, Space, Defense and 
Industrial solutions using autonomous drones. Know-how and past experiences are a key asset for future 
developments. SABCA wants to capture its last 40 years of  relevant knowledge and new experiences 
to promote internal knowledge transfer and benefit from lessons learned to reduce design cost and 
accelerate development of  new products. A 60K€/year budget is allocated for a period of  three years for 
putting the tools in place to create the database with a TBD budget/year for the operation cost.

Data recovery from different sources (physical 
(e.g. paper), digital and human) to capture 
historic and newly created knowledge in a 
browsable database.

1. 

Automated system to categorize captured data 
and add meta-data tags with a user friendly 
front-end to look up relevant information.

2. 

HR training platform that uses captured 
knowledge as training input with suggestions on 
content formats and evaluation systems as well 
as assessments of  training effectiveness.

3. 

PRESENTED 
BY
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Michael Custers
CMO

michael.custers@sdworx.com
+32 496277221

Connected Mobility
Artificial Intelligence
Data & Analytics

sdworx.com

CHALLENGES

TECHNOLOGY FIELDS

DOMAIN

CONTACT

 PEOPLE, HEALTH & EDUCATION

SD Worx is a leading European provider of Payroll & HR services 
with global reach. We have offices in 10 countries in Europe and Mauritius.

Across Europe SD Worx provides a wide range of HR & payroll services to 4M employees. Employees can access 
pay slips, file expenses, request absences, interact with a chatbot and access various HR applications via our 
app (200K users) and portal. We want to offer employees and managers additional services and transactions 
"for life" and "for work" to create more convenience and transparency. To support our overall digital strategy and 
growth objectives, we are looking for external pilot partners to deliver content, apps or services adjacent to HR 
through our platform in 2021. Benefits provisioning, mobility and competency management are focal points but 
all added value initiatives related to “the world of work” are welcomed.

SD Worx is looking for smart solutions with 
regard to benefits provisioning (insurance, meal 
vouchers, pension plan etc.).

1. 

SD Worx is looking for smart solutions with 
regard to competency management (skills, 
certifications, evaluations).

2. 

SD Worx is looking for smart solutions with 
regard to mobility.

3. 

PRESENTED 
BY
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Stefan Costeur
Digital & Innovation Manager

stefan.costeur@nmbs.be
+32 490664468

Internet of  Things
Mobile Technology
Sensor Technology

sncb.be

CHALLENGES

TECHNOLOGY FIELDS

DOMAIN

CONTACT

SNCB is the national railway company of Belgium.

SNCB/NMBS is looking for technological enablers to improve the customer journey of  bike commuters. 
We want to support commuters by simplifying preparation (e.g. check availability of  bike parkings and 
places on the train) and improving the safety of  their bike with continuous follow-up systems. Bike 
parkings are often full and customers can be afraid to leave their bikes in the station. We are both looking 
for tools to optimize the customer journey in terms of  finding bike parking quickly and comforting 
consumers that their bike is safe. Next to this we want to update customers on availability of  dedicated 
bike spaces on the train.

Occupancy measurement systems of  bike 
parking facilities in & near the station with front-
end capability to make suggestions on where to 
best park your bike based on your route.

1. 

Data integration with 3rd party spaces and 
NMBS back-end solutions so that available 
parking & dedicated bike spaces in the train can 
be updated on a continuous basis.

2. 

Solutions that make the consumers able to 
locate their bike in the stations’ parking & 
ensure them their bike is still locked.

3. 

FUTURE OF MOBILITY - hosted by Deloitte

PRESENTED 
BY
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CHALLENGES

TECHNOLOGY FIELDS

DOMAIN

SALES & MARKETING

Hans Valcke
Digital Innovation Lead

hans_valcke@mohawkind.com
+32 478240144  

unilin.com

CONTACT

UNILIN creates beautiful and convenient quality products for your home.
Since 2005 UNILIN has been part of US listed company Mohawk Industries, Inc.

For our marketing and sales department in our flooring and insulation divisions, we are looking into 
AR technology to provide easy measuring in a furnitured room, hosted in a web-app. AR technology 
currently allows plane detection and measuring. Data integration into existing applications is also vital, 
as we want to integrate the technology into our current application stack. By providing smooth and 
worry-free experiences for end-consumers and installers we expect to increase sales conversion for our 
digital channels and grow brand loyalty. These services will be a crucial differentiator in the future to 
remain market leader in the industry.

We are investigating AR technology for 
mobile users which allows plane detection 
and measurements in a furnished room. Data 
integration into existing web apps is also vital, 
as we want to integrate the technology into our 
current application stack.

1. 

Seamlessly integrate/prefill room dimensions 
from a variety of  data sources into the 
existing quotes process for superior customer 
experience.

2. 

For the insulation division, translate scan data 
of  a roof  (sub-)structure fully automatically in an 
accurate 2D/3D (Revit) model.

3. 

AR / VR / MR
3D Visualization
Mobile Technology

PRESENTED 
BY



Jef Bussens 
Strategy Manager Digital Office

jef.bussens@vivium.be
+32 470206749

Data & Analytics
Artificial Intelligence
Internet of  Things

viviumdigitalawards.be

CHALLENGES

TECHNOLOGY FIELDS

DOMAIN

CONTACT

FINANCE, INSURANCE & SECURITY

We offer insurance solutions 
via Independent Insurance Brokers in Belgium.

VIVIUM is looking for digital tools to improve our offering of  Insurance Solutions in terms of  efficiency, 
ease of  use and accessibility for both Insurance Brokers and clients. We want to help our brokers in their 
digital transformation journey in order to optimise their office-efficiency and improve upon customer 
intimacy. Making Insurance more accessible is one of  the key-drivers of  the Insurance P&V Group, and 
Vivium as a  member of  that group, contributes to that vision via the brokers-distribution.

How can we optimise our insurance by better 
integrating prevention, well-being and societal 
engagement (e.g. inclusion of  vulnerable 
groups) as a differentiator in our positioning?

1. 

Brokers are usually not equipped to implement/
develop large technology projects, but feel 
market pressure to optimise their office 
efficiency and improve customer intimacy. In 
need of  solutions to help insurance brokers in 
their digital transformation.

2. 

Vivium wants to help Insurance Brokers & 
clients in any stage of  life to gain good insights 
into their insurance coverage regarding their 
financial situation so they can anticipate future 
needs (building a pension, cover loss of  income 
due to illness or accident,...).

3. 

PRESENTED 
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